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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe the Webis Group’s participation in the
TREC 2023 Tip-of-the-Tongue track. Our runs focus on improving
the retrieval effectiveness via query relaxation (i.e., leaving out
terms that likely reduce the retrieval effectiveness). We combine
BERT- or ChatGPT-based query relaxation with BM25- or monoT5-
based retrieval and also experiment with reciprocal rank fusion.

1 INTRODUCTION
We have submitted five runs to the TREC 2023 Tip-of-the-Tongue
track with the goal of investigating the effect of query relaxation
on tip-of-the-tongue information needs, where a searcher is unable
to recall a suitable identifier for some known item [1, 10],

Originally, query relaxation techniques for long query reduction
or for processing verbose queries [4, 6, 11–16, 20, 22, 23] were mo-
tivated by the observation that natural language descriptions of
information needs (e.g., questions on Q&A platforms) often contain
terms that hinder retrieving relevant results. Optimally relaxing the
queries by removing the “hindering” terms substantially improved
the retrieval effectiveness in experiments on Robust04 and in the
context of web search [2, 15]. The query relaxation approaches
from these studies rank the possible sub-queries using query per-
formance predictions as features. Still, the approaches are not really
applicable in our scenario as tip-of-the-tongue information needs
are often much longer (i.e., the search space of potential sub-queries
is much bigger) and as the employed query performance predic-
tors do not work well for tip-of-the-tongue queries [9]. We thus
experiment with two new query relaxation approaches.

Our first approach removes query terms identified as “unimpor-
tant” by a DeepCT model [7] trained on the TOMT-KIS dataset [9],
while our second approach prompts ChatGPT to remove “unimpor-
tant” query terms. In experiments with BM25 and monoT5 as the
retrieval models, we find that the ChatGPT-based query relaxations
are more effective than the DeepCT-based ones.

2 LONG QUERY REDUCTION FOR
TIP-OF-THE-TONGUE INFORMATION NEEDS

We describe two long query reduction approaches for tip-of-the-
tongue searches. The first approach uses a DeepCT model trained on
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a corpus that we derive from the TOMT-KIS dataset [9]1 to remove
terms with a predicted importance below a certain threshold. The
second approach prompts ChatGPT to remove unimportant terms
from the query.

Query Reduction with DeepCT. Dai and Callan [7] proposed the
DeepCT model for document reduction to remove unimportant
terms in their context [7]. Therefore, DeepCT uses a BERT model
that produces importance scores for all terms in a given document.
For training, DeepCT expects documents where each term has an
importance score annotated, e.g., using query logs (maybe simu-
lated with anchor text [8]), or document titles as a signal to derive
importance scores with weak supervision [7]. We used the TOMT-
KIS dataset that consists of known item searches on Reddit with
documents that linked as answers to the known item search to
revert the idea of DeepCT so that we can use DeepCT for query
reduction.

Table 1 exemplifies the concept of our query reduction dataset
that we derived from the TOMT-KIS dataset. Each training instance
consists of the question (e.g., Table 1 (a)) for which we crawled the
web page linked to in the accepted answer (Table 1 (b)). Table 1 (c)
shows the derived training instance where we assign each query
term that does not occur in the target document an importance
score of 0, and all other terms that occur in the target document
receive an importance score normalized by the term frequency
in the target document. We detect overlapping terms using the
standard tokenization of Spacy with Porter stemming (e.g., floor and
floors in the question match with the floor in the target document
and receive an importance score of 1, whereas there is still room for
improvement, e.g., thirty in the question receives an importance of 0
because the overlap was not detected). We removed all entries from
the tip of the tongue known-item retrieval (TOT-KIR) dataset [5]
from our training dataset by their URL (so that models trained
on our dataset could still be evaluated on TOT-KIR, however, the
URL check might still leave overlaps, e.g., when slightly different
or duplicate questions link to the same known-item), but did not
apply further filtering (e.g., an inspection of the training dataset
showed that the for some queries, only terms like http or youtube
are derived as important, we aim to improve our training dataset
in the future by removing such instances). The target pages were
crawled from the Wayback Machine.

Tip-of-the-tongue questions are often longer then the maximum
context length of BERT. Therefore, we move a sliding window
1https://webis.de/downloads/publications/papers/froebe 2023c.pdf
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Table 1: Example showcasing the training data construction for our DeepCT-based long-query reduction for tip-of-my-tongue
known-item searches. We use the link that answered a TOMT question (a) to crawl the corresponding known-item from the
Wayback Machine (b). The resulting entry in the training dataset (c) uses the question as input aiming to assign terms that do
not occur in the linked web page a score of zero and terms that occur in the question and the known-item a score of 1.
(a) The question and the link to the known-item. (b) The known-item presented on the linked page.

(c) The derived training data.
Input Book I read in 3rd grade. There was a book I read in third grade…

here I what I remember: The book was about a class of students who
went to a school with like thirty floors… Except one floor was missing.
That is basically all I remember. Except, each chapter focused around a
different student/teacher.

Target

𝑓 (𝑡) =


1, if 𝑡 ∈ {book, floor, floors, one,

read, school, teacher}
0, else

over the questions, concatenating concatenating the outputs of
each sliding window. We use spacy to split the documents into
passages of approximately 250 terms, using the TREC CAsT tools
for the passage splitting2 (originally, this script was used to split
the CAsT 2022 document collection into canonical passages [19]).
We used the official DeepCT training scripts3 and kept all training
hyperparameters at their defaults.

Overall, our DeepCT query reduction comes with three hyperpa-
rameters that we tuned on the official training and development set
of the track: (1) the model checkpoint, (2) the threshold to remove
terms, and (3) if duplicated terms should remain in the reduced
query or not. For the hyperparameter tuning, we conducted a
grid search over the three parameters using BM25 implemented in
PyTerrier [17] (all parameters at their defaults), optimizing for Re-
call@1000. Table 2 exemplifies the DeepCT Reduction for query 473
from the development set.

Query Reduction with ChatGPT. We contrast our DeepCT query
reduction with prompted ChatGPT query reductions. Initially, we
wanted to contrast ChatGPT with an Alpaca variant with 7 billion
2https://github.com/grill-lab/trec-cast-tools
3https://github.com/AdeDZY/DeepCT

parameters, but in manual spot checks we found that the reduced
queries by Alpaca appeared very ineffective, so we stopped our
Alpaca experiments after the pilot study. For ChatGPT, we tried
four different prompts for which we generated responses for all
queries in the training, development, and test dataset with the
gpt-3.5-turbo model via an API (overall cost less than 5$).

Table 3 provides an overview on our four prompts together with
the generated reductions for query 473 from the development set.
Out of the four prompts, prompt 1 achieved the highest effectiveness
in terms of Recall@1000 for BM25 as retrieval model.

3 SUBMITTED RUNS
We submitted five runs to the Tip-of-the-Tongue Track. All our
runs use combinations of BM25 [21] implemented in PyTerrier (all
parameters at their defaults) together with variants of monoT5 [18]
(implemented in PyTerrier, all parameters at their defaults).

webis-bm25r-1. We submit the query reduced with DeepCT with-
out modification against BM25. We tuned the hyperparameters of
the DeepCT reduction (model checkpoint=model.ckpt-20000, im-
portance threshold=0.55, omit duplicate terms) on the union of the
training and validation data. We only submitted this approach run

https://github.com/grill-lab/trec-cast-tools
https://github.com/AdeDZY/DeepCT


Table 2: Example query reduction of our DeepCT model applied to query 473 from the development set.
Example Topic 473 from the development set

Horror movie with a old lady, possibly a ghost killing in an old house. This is an older 80s movie. Maybe early 90s. I remember a old lady doing the killing. She may
be a ghost, also a guy gets killed out side on a ladder in the rain at night. I also remember a long haired stoner kind of guy that makes a weapon with a saw blade.
The house that this happens in is having work done and the guy that makes the weapon is a carpenter.

Response horror movie old possibly ghost killing house 80 early 90s remember may also guy gets killed side ladder rain night long haired kind makes weapon saw blade
happens work done carpenter

Table 3: Our four prompts for long query reduction with ChatGPT together with examples of reduced queries obtained from
each prompt for query 473 from the development set.
Example Topic 473 from the development set

Horror movie with a old lady, possibly a ghost killing in an old house. This is an older 80s movie. Maybe early 90s. I remember a old lady doing the killing. She may
be a ghost, also a guy gets killed out side on a ladder in the rain at night. I also remember a long haired stoner kind of guy that makes a weapon with a saw blade.
The house that this happens in is having work done and the guy that makes the weapon is a carpenter.

Prompt 1 Please reduce this search query to the most important details omitting unimportant points: <ORIGINAL QUERY>
Response 80s/early 90s horror movie with old lady ghost killing in an old house. Guy killed on ladder outside in rain. Stoner guy makes weapon with saw blade. House under

construction, guy is a carpenter.

Prompt 2 You are an expert searcher. Please reduce this search query to the most important details omitting unimportant points. The
resulting query must return very good results on Google. <ORIGINAL QUERY>

Response 80s horror movie with an old lady ghost killing in an old house, where a guy gets killed outside on a ladder in the rain at night. There is also a long-haired stoner
character who makes a weapon with a saw blade. The house is undergoing construction and the weapon-maker is a carpenter.

Prompt 3 You are an expert searcher. I wanted to search the web for but I was not able to find relevant documents. Please reduce my
query to the most important details so that the results returned by Google are relevant. My query is: <ORIGINAL QUERY>

Response Horror movie, 80s or early 90s, old lady ghost killing in an old house, guy killed on ladder in rain, long-haired stoner guy making weapon with saw blade, house
undergoing construction, weapon maker is a carpenter.

Prompt 4 You are an expert searcher. I try to find a known item, but my search query does not yield my known item. Please reduce this search
query to the most important details omitting unimportant points so that the query returns good results: <ORIGINAL QUERY>

Response 80s-90s horror movie with an old lady ghost killing in an old house, a guy killed on a ladder in the rain at night, long-haired stoner guy creates weapon with saw
blade, house is being renovated and the weapon maker is a carpenter.

with DeepCT query reduction as ChatGPT reduced queries were
substantially more effective on the training and validation datasets.

webis-fus-01. We fused all four ChatGPT query reductions that
we obtained from prompt 1 up to prompt 4 using a pipeline that
re-ranks the top-1000 BM25 results with monoT5 base (model
castorini/monot5-base-msmarco). Therefore, each query scored
up-to 4000 documents per query (if BM25 would retrieve retrieve a
disjoint set of documents for each reduced query variant). We use
ranx [3] to fuse the four rankings using min-max normalization on
reciprocal rank fusion.

webis-t5-01. We used the ChatGPT reduced query obtained by
prompt 1 (had the highest effectiveness among our four prompts on
the training and validation datasets) to re-rank the top-1000 BM25
results with monoT5 base (model castorini/monot5-base-msmarco).

webis-t5-f. We observed that prompt 3 was rather ineffective
(nDCG@10 of 0.089 on train respectively 0.090 on dev). Therefore,
we fused the ChatGPT query reductions obtained from prompt 1,
prompt 2, and prompt 4 using a pipeline that re-ranks the top-1000

BM25 results with monoT5 base (model castorini/monot5-base-
msmarco) with ranx using min-max normalization on reciprocal
rank fusion.

webis-t53b-01. We used the ChatGPT reduced query obtained by
prompt 1 (had the highest effectiveness among our four prompts on
the training and validation datasets) to re-rank the top-1000 BM25
results with monoT5 3b (model castorini/monot5-3b-msmarco).

4 CONCLUSION
We presented our participation to the 2023 TREC Tip-of-the-Tongue
Track. We compared two approaches for long query reduction:
(1) DeepCT-based query reduction, and (2) ChatGPT-based query
reduction. Both query reduction approaches improved the retrieval
effectiveness. However, ChatGPT produced substantially more
effective query reductions. For future work, we aim to increae the
effectiveness of the DeepCT-based approach. Therefore, we think
that either using ChatGPT as teacher, or improving the data quality
of our DeepCT training dataset (maybe with weak supervision by
ChatGPT), or incorporating more text for the target item (e.g., from
Wikipedia) might be interesting directions.
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